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1 Executive Summary 

In Europe, the growing variability of energy produced, self-produced and consumed leads to the need 
flexibility in the electricity system. Flexibility on the demand side could be used by the Energy Aggregators to 
optimize their portfolio as well as by system operators for balancing and constraints management purposes. 

An Energy Aggregator acts as an intermediary between customers who provide energy flexibility and 
procurers of this flexibility. The Energy Aggregator would not only identify and gather customer flexibilities 
and intermediate their joint market participation but also implement in-home cost saving program for 
residential customer, control their loads or renewable energy sources and perform services for the utilities 
such as power and overload management of primary and secondary station of the power grid. Energy 
Aggregators can join residential consumers in cluster to open the doors to these new services. 

In this context, this document is the result of the work performed within T4.3 of the project. These 
fundamental perspectives permitted the design and development of a framework to fully cover an Energy 
Aggregator of Residential Customer needs. The Energy Aggregator model here proposed is the combination 
of value provided to customers and the reciprocal value received from customers in return. In this context, 
the Energy Aggregator modelling offers the opportunity to evaluate and subsequently exploit the potential 
flexibility of smaller customers.  

This deliverable describes the Energy Aggregator Platform designed during the task activities. T4.3 had 
strong collaboration with T4.4 on Demand Response Algorithm, T4.5 on Load and Generation Forecasting 
and 4.6 Software Infrastructure. 
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2 Introduction 

Flexmeter Platform is a cloud-based smart multi metering infrastructure. The proposed architecture is in 
charge to manage smart meters of different utilities (e.g. electricity, water, heating and gas) providing 
features to register new devices, to enable a real-time bidirectional communication with deployed smart 
meters along the distribution network, to aggregate and correlate such energy related information, to perform 
(near) real-time data processing and to provide a set of API and tools to access devices and post-processed 
information. Summarizing all the functionalities, the main purpose of this smart metering architecture is 
enabling and fostering new services to make a more reliable and secure grid network management. Figure 1 
presents the architectural schema of the Flexmeter Platform, which consists of the following three layers 
(more details will be provided in D4.6 due on M33): 

• Device Integration Layer 

Flexmeter platform deals with heterogeneous devices that exploit different communication protocols 
(e.g. IEEE 802.11, ZigBee, SCADA or 6LowPan). The Device Integration Layer is the lower layer of the 
proposed infrastructure that is in charge of integrating such heterogeneous technologies into the 
platform. This layer integrates also Real-Time Digital Simulators, such as RTDS and Opal RT in order to 
perform off-line testing and validation of the Flexmeter services (here including the Demand Response 
services described in this Deliverable). 

• Middleware Layer 

The Multitenant IoT (Internet-of-Things) Platform Layer is composed by several software components 
acting together to allow MQTT communication with the heterogeneous devices, to receive, control and 
store measurement messages and to provide REST APIs to access data, devices, assets and 
maintenance operations. The Message Broker provides an asynchronous communication through 
MQTT, which is a publish/subscribe protocol to send data in (near-)real-time. This approach decouples 
network traffic between information producers and consumers increasing the scalability of the whole 
infrastructure. The Message Broker is also in charge of routing all events to the Communication Engine. 
In its core, the Communication Engine consists of other two blocks: i) Event Sources and Inbound 
Pipeline; ii) Commands Destination and Outbound Pipeline. The Event Source receives messages from 
the Message Broker, checks the integrity and pushes them into the Inbound Pipeline. Inbound Pipeline 
manages message network traffic spikes to relieve the database interface from congestion and to 
ensure the measurements storage. Instead, the Outbound Pipeline receives command requests from 
the REST API interface or from internal routine, manages command traffic spikes to ensure command 
delivery and pushes them into the right Command Destination. Command Destination encapsulates the 
command in JSON format, choose the right topic to reach the selected device and send the message to 
the Message Broker. Data Storage is an interface designed to integrate different non-relational database 
models (e.g. document oriented or time series). This approach helps in scalability and clusterization 
keeping independent the cloud infrastructure from the low-level database management systems. Device 
Management handles the interactions between devices and application layer. Asset Modules manages 
different information regarding people, places and things that are called assets in Flexmeter. The main 
asset represents physical location of electric smart meters. It contains all of the core asset management 
calls including CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) methods for asset categories and assets. Finally, 
REST API Interface Manager provides REST API to access information and manage entities or devices 
in the infrastructure. All REST calls are subject to authentication to check if the user is authorized in 
performing operations. 

• Application Layer 
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The Application Layer offers the interface for different applications to design complex services.  

The Energy Aggregator Platform presented in the following Chapters is indicated in Figure 1 with a red dot 
circle to highlight its position in the overall Flexmeter Platform. 
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Figure 1 - Flexmeter Platform and Energy Aggregator Platform encapsulation 

2.1. Energy Aggregator Platform 

The Energy Aggregator is a new energy market stakeholder that offers aggregation services to utilities. But a 
series of issues need to be addressed. Some of them are: how an Energy Aggregator can access energy 
related information about utility customer? And how can it offers service such as Demand Side Management 
or Demand Response to the utility? To solve these problems Flexmeter consortium designed an 
infrastructure for the management and fulfilment of energy aggregation service. 

As highlighted in Figure 1, the Energy Aggregation Platform is a Software as a Service (SaaS) Platform that 
permits to an Energy Aggregator company access on a full set of possible energy-related service. Figure 2 
represent the general architecture of the Energy Aggregator Platform (EAP). Since the middleware layer is 
developed in a multitenant perspective, also the EAP is designed as a multitenant platform to ensure no data 
intermingling between different tenant and avoid privacy issues between them.  

 

2.1.1. Flexmeter Platform Client Manager 
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Each EAP tenant has a Flexmeter Platform Client Manager that is the only interface between the EAP and 
the Flexmeter Middleware. The Flexmeter Platform Client Manager gathers information about Building Units 
belonging to the Substation Unit managed by the tenant (i.e. utility) about energy consumption and 
production, appliance activations and other energy related measurements. Once the Flexmeter Platform 
Client Manager ends his routine, it updates the data model, that will be presented in 3.2.1, in the tenant 
database instance. This operation is continuously repeated each minute to ensure the synchronization with 
the Flexmeter Platform.  

2.1.2. NO SQL Database 

The EAP has a NO SQL Database Management System that store the different tenant data model in 
different database to ensure no data intermingling. This approach helps in scalability and clusterization 
keeping independent the overall infrastructure from the low-level database management systems. 

2.1.3. Demand Response Analysis Machine 

Demand REsponse Analysis Machine (DREAM) enables what-if analysis of the Demand Response model 
for the Energy Aggregator management purpose. It preconditions the feasibility of a Demand Response 
event request from the tenant and lets the possibility to analyze the monetary exchange between the energy 
stakeholder. More details will be described in Chapter 4. 

2.1.4. Demand Response Manager 

Demand Response Manager enables Demand Response (DR). DR events change customer power 
demand to better follow power supply pattern, offering an ancillary service to the DSOs to foster grid 
management. Current approaches for Demand Response problem aim at curtail/activate a set of customer 
load in order to achieve the demand supply balance for the benefits of the utility provider that in turn may 
apply discount or rewarding to the users. More details will be described in Chapter 5. 

2.1.5. Load and Generation Forecasting 

Load and Generation Forecasting make prevision on consumer/prosumer consumption and generation 
patterns. It is an indirect service that is used as input for different services, like Demand Side Management. 
More details will be described in Chapter 6. 

2.1.6. User Habits Analyzer and Demand Side Manager 

The User Habits Analyzer exploits appliance usage information (e.g. NIALM) to create an user habits 
model. More details will be described in paragraph 7.1. The Demand Side Manager enables Demand Side 
Management (DSM). DSM events change consumer energy demand through different methods. Current 
approaches for the Demand Side Management problem aim at optimizing the schedule of loads in order to 
minimize peak demand for the benefit of the utility provider that in turn may apply cheaper tariffs to the users. 
More details will be described in Chapter 7. 

2.1.7. Energy API 

The Energy API block offers a RESTfull API web service to access the tenant Data Model. More detail will 
be described in par. 2.1.7. 

 

2.1.8. Tenant Management Proxy 
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Tenant Manager Proxy is a proxy that manage the multitenancy access to the different EAP tenant. More 
detail in paragraph3.1.  

 

Figure 2 - Energy Aggregator General Architecture 

2.2. Data Requirements 

2.2.1. Smart Meter Data 

FLEXMETER and its pilots tests will generate different kind of power consumption and production data (at 
residential, substation and micro-grid levels) depending on the hardware solutions implemented. 

Focusing on the electric side of the multi-meter infrastructure, smart meters data will be collected at different 
sampling level taking into account the different needs and services to be tested.  

Demand Response and demand side management, as output of the energy aggregator, will need a very fine 
granularity in order detect changes in consumption and exploit at fullest the fluctuations of the future Energy 
Market open to aggregated clients and new actors. 

In Turin the focus will be on residential clients, where post-fiscal meters (installed at the Retailer level) will 
grant a 1 Hz sampling frequency, enabling load disaggregation and patter recognition (e.g. NIALM). Other 
smart meters, using power line communication, will be also installed in the private micro-grid of Environment 
Park and on some MV/LV substation of Turin DSO networks (for the description of Turin Pilot site please 
refer to D1.4 – par. 3.1).  
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The 1 Hz sampling frequency here will be needed to test NIALM algorithms and enable demand response 
features (to be simulated) also at network and substation levels. In Malmo new DSO smart meters will be 
installed with a 0.1 Hz frequency in a new, innovative and eco-friendly neighborhood, as already described in 
WP1 documents. This kind of frequency will be sufficient for Energy Aggregator purposes and possibly also 
for load disaggregation purposes. 

2.2.2. Disaggregated Consumption 

Another important input of the Energy Aggregator will be the results of NIALM disaggregation processes. 
Flexmeter Platform has two kind of NIALM algorithm, based on two different systems and infrastructure 
approaches: online NIALM uses algorithms and computational sources in the central cloud, with the field 
meters only providing data to the cloud; onboard NIALM performs disaggreggation directly in the meter with 
intelligent in-situ processing. Pros and cons of the two solutions will be investigated during the project. 

NIALM	

As already described in other documents, and in particular in D4.2, in order to provide additional information 
to customers on the energy consumption is adopted the NIALM technique (Non-Intrusive Aggregated Load 
Monitoring), able to estimate disaggregated electricity consumption as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 - Consumption Disaggregation 

This is possible by means of disaggregation algorithms which are able to isolate and analyze electric 
transients, from the aggregate load curve, by extracting electrical characteristics which uniquely identify the 
devices that generated them. 

The necessary inputs to the NIALM devices associated to the smart meters are the active and reactive 
power measured by the meter; consequently is possible to make energy estimation. 

The obtained load profile will be used for: 

• suggesting changing in behavior that will allow savings; 
• input for the demand side management system 
• statistical analyses of the energy consumption 

 
The main steps of the NIALM scheme are described in the Figure	4. 
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Figure 4 - NIALM Process 

The disaggregation process is based on pattern recognition techniques. After the periodicity analysis, the 
same approach for features extraction is adopted. In this phase, we extract the same features that 
characterize the various appliances, from the aggregated power consumption. Once the signal analysis is 
complete, the extracted features are matched one-by-one with those already available in the appliance 
database.   

For choosing the appliance associated with the event analysed, the algorithm adopts a maximal probability 
approach, where the appliance that exhibit a behaviour similar to the one analysed in the aggregated power 
consumption is chosen to be the one that has changed his working state. The appliance with higher 
probability is associated to the detected event. Only appliances with a probability over 85% are considered. 
In the case the event cannot be associated to an already known appliance it is marked as "unknown". 

• Online NIALM 

The main advantage of this solutions is the availability of the raw data also for off-line processing. This 
permits to execute post-analysis or to change dynamically the algorithm with updated version or customised 
version. The main drawback of such a solution is the huge deluge of data necessary to transfer to the 
database using the available communication infrastructure. This scaling factor, including the cost of a 
dedicated computation for each customer on the cloud, will be the major threats that need to be address. 

• Onboard NIALM 

The main advantage of this solutions is the capability to digest the huge amount of information directly on 
board, such that the communication overhead is reduced to few and essential information. The evolution of 
high-processing embedded CPU are fast pacing towards ultra-low cost platforms, and all the proposed 
NIALM  algorithms can be easily implemented onboard, with the best trade off between energy spent for 
computation (measured GFLOPs per watt). The main drawback of such a solution is that raw data are not 
logged permanently, but are overwritten periodically with new raw data to analyze. 

2.2.3. Data Aggregation 

The data aggregation is a background process of the application server, the process is running 
independently at predefined periods. This approach will ensure a light-weight of load on the system. 
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Aggregated data is stored at the level of application in a data base, acting like a buffer for the system. The 
required data set is obtained by the system for each user device at periodical times from the IOT platform, 
aggregation being a time and resource consuming process, will be triggered by a process for each user at 
predefined periods. 

 

Figure 5 - Data Aggregation 

As shown in Figure 5, Communication to the IOT platform is done to the application server by a secure 
connection, at the server level, from the point of view of the user the system acts like a single application 
server. 

Requests from the user are served by the system from the local database, the user has the possibility of 
requesting instant data aggregation, but this is only at user level. The newly aggregated data will replace the 
old one. 

Aggregation	by	Minute	

The process of aggregation by minute shown in Figure 6 is organised on intervals of users, in order to 
ensure an equilibrium on the application load.  

Data is aggregated for each user in separate processes 

By splitting the processes at the application level, this will ensure the multi-tasking of the application, the load 
on the application will not have a strong impact on the application user response. 

Each individual processes will gain access to a processor time-window at a certain time, the end of one 
process means that the aggregation for one device is completed. 

 

Figure 6 - Process Generator in Data Aggregation 
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Aggregation	by	Ten	Minutes	

This type of aggregation will follow the same process as the one minute aggregation, but with a larger 
cadence using the results from one minute. By having one minute aggregation, the system can use results in 
order to calculate ten minutes aggregation, as shown in Figure 7. By using the same process generator, ten 
minute aggregation results will be stored at the level of local data-base. 

Aggregation at ten mittens can be done, only if in the data-base there are data sets on one minute 
aggregation, otherwise the system will trigger the one minute aggregation process. 

 

Figure 7 - Process Generator in Data Aggregation 

The process of reusing existing data sets will eliminate requests overflow on the IOT platform. In order to 
overcome the re-usage of much older data sets, the system will keep track of the last aggregation process.  

2.2.4. Energy Aggregation Events  

Once the regulation will be set, Demand Response and MV dispatching will become a reality all over Europe. 

The Energy Aggregator (and its IT platforms will became an official player of the Energy Market, able to 
provide new services to the other players like TSO, DSO and Retailers. 

Production-consumption balancing at local level, peak shaving and switching, network resiliency are just 
some of the services this kind of platform could provide. 

Demand	Response	Event		

DR mainly focused on the possibility for the Energy Actors involved (Aggregator/Retailer receiving feedback 
from the DSO/TSO) to directly manage appliances (in a singular or aggregated way) postponing their uses to 
prevent problems and faults in the local network.  

It could be also possible for some actors to participate both in the Day-ahead and Balancing Market. 

Demand Response is currently not achievable as most private houses are not equipped with remote-
controlled appliances: this market and (its manufacturers) is growing faster and in few years it could become 
feasible. FLEXMETER will be simulating such a system.  

DR events will be simulated in the Energy Aggregator platform, together with some tariff evaluation taking 
into account the results of WP5 *when those will be available). 
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	Demand	Side	Management	Event		

Demand Side Management, on the contrary, is easier to be implemented at pilot level: the basic idea is the 
same but no direct control on appliances is needed. 

DSM is achieved by sending input to customers to postpone their consumptions so that to help the electricity 
network. These customers are free to accept or not these requests for postponement of appliances from the 
Aggregator/retailer (that receives the same input from the DSO) and earn some money from their flexibility. 

It is obvious that there is a need for devices to be able to detect if the customers accept or not the various 
requests: that is why smart meters with 1 Hz sampling frequency enabling disaggregation are being tested in 
FLEXMETER. 

DSM events will be simulated in the pilot, together with some tariff evaluation taking into account the result of 
WP5. 
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3 Architecture and Interfaces 

In Flexmeter Platform, shown in Figure 1, The Service Application Layer offers the interface for different 
applications to design complex services. In particular, the Energy Aggregator Platform, presented in par. 1, is 
a Multitenant Software as a Service Platform (SaaS) that exploit customer flexibility for energy aggregation 
purposes. It offers to the energy market stakeholder different kind of services to foster grid management and 
improve energy dispatching: 
 

• Demand REsponse Analysis Machine (DREAM): DREAM receives and elaborates data packets 
with information about the average energy consumption of different appliances, recorded, day by 
day, in several houses during the whole day. DREAM has different receiving channels: from one 
publishing subject (houses, simulators, pilots) it can get data packets on energy consumption. 
Through another publishing subject (DSO, etc.) it acquires the indication regarding the action to be 
performed (reduce or increase energy) and then fixes a final consumption target accordingly. When 
DREAM receives a request for energy variation (increase or decrease), it evaluates the different 
scenarios showing the number of loads that should be shifted from one period to another during the 
day. DREAM is also able to acquire a set of data on energy market price, comparing the profits 
resulting from the current two-rate tariff with those of eventual new price ranges (planned in the 
future the free market), identifying which tariff profile is more profitable for the end users 

• Load and Generation Forecasting (LGF): LGF collect data on generation, load, and weather in 
the past to offer day ahead residential load forecasting and energy production that act as an indirect 
service for the other components 

• Demand Response Component (DR): DR component is able to check the DR events coming to 
the Energy Aggregator and select the building units and the devices that need to be deactivated in 
order to fulfill the DR request, minimizing discomfort for the users 

• Demand Side Management Component (DSM): DSM receives data related to appliance 
consumptions from the Flexmeter IoT Middleware, detects user habits, takes the desired cumulated 
power profile for the energy district, and generate proposed schedule for appliance which balances 
the user habits with the utility requests (desired cumulated power profile for the district) 

In Figure 8 the Energy Aggregator Platform Architecture is described. 

 

Figure 8 - Energy Aggregator Platform Architecture 
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3.1. Tenant Initialization 

The Energy Aggregator Platform has a reverse proxy listening to HTTP request as shown in Figure 9. Since 
they aren’t tenant initialized, there are no resources accessible. Multitenancy is achieved by the proxy (a) 
that permits the access to the Energy Aggregator Platform through the REST API: 

/ api 
/ v1 
/ energyAggregator 

 
A tenant is initialized through a POST request with the following body as shown in b). 

 

Figure 9 - Energy Aggregator Platform Tenant Initialization 

The tenant initialization is concluded and returns a HTTP response when the following blocks are created: 

• Energy API 

• Tenant Database 

• Flexmeter Middleware Client 

• Energy Aggregation Block 
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3.2. Energy API 

Each Tenant will have access to the Energy REST API through HTTP to access the different resources and 
services. In Figure 10, it is represented the Data Model of the Energy Aggregator. Energy APIs were 
designed on top of this data model. 

 

Figure 10 - Energy Aggregator Data Format 

 

Figure 11 - Energy Aggregator Data Format Overview 
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3.2.1. Data Model 

Figure 11 describes the different resource of the data model and their attributes. The data model is 
composed by: 

• BuildingUnit: each building unit instance represents a single apartment. A building unit: 

- always belongs to a single building unit group 

- can have appliances and forecasts or not  

- can participate to service request or not  

A buildingUnit descriptor includes the following attributes: 

o buildingUnitName: name assigned to the building unit when created  
(string) 

o buildingUnitGroup: building unit group database ObjectId to which building unit belongs 
(ObjectId) 

o buildingUnitLatitude, buildingUnitLongitude and buildingUnitElevation: building unit 
geographical position expressed in latitude, longitude and elevation  
(double) 

o buildingUnitCumulativeEnergy: total amount of energy consumed by the building unit 
(double) 

o  buildingUnitPowerProfile: daily power realization of the building unit  
(double Array) 

o  buildingUnitAppliances: list of appliance database ObjectIds  
(ObjectId Array) 

o  buildingUnitForecasts: list of forecast database ObjectIds  
(ObjectId Array) 

o  buildingUnitDemandResponseEvents: list of Demand Response completed service 
request in which the building unit participate through his directly controllable appliances  
(ObjectId Array) 

o  buildingUnitDemandSideManagementEvents: list of Demand Side Management 
completed service request in which the building unit participate through his shiftable 
appliances (ObjectId Array) 

• BuildingUnitGroup: each building unit instance must be associated to one building unit group. DSO 
substations are defined as building unit groups. 

- can have building units or not  

- can be the building unit set of a service request 

A building unit group descriptor includes the following attributes: 

o buildingUnitGroupName: name assigned to the building unit group when created  
(string) 
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o buildingUnitGroupToken: Flexmeter Middleware GUID of this building group 
(string) 

o buildingUnits: list of building units belonging to the DSO substation 
(ObjectId Array) 

• Appliance: appliance entity is associated to each user connected device. An appliance: 

- always belongs to a single building unit 

- can participate to service request or not  

An appliance descriptor includes the following attributes: 

o applianceName: Flexmeter Middleware GUID of the device assigned to the appliance when 
detected by the NIALM algorithm  
(string) 

o  applianceType: enum string describing the typology of appliance  
(string enum) 

o  applianceSchedulingTime: appliance activation (or scheduled activation) time  
(Date) 

o  appliancePowerProfile: one-minute sampled appliance power cycle  
(double Array) 

o  applianceBuildingUnitBelonging: building unit database ObjectId to which appliance 
belongs (ObjectId) 

o  applianceServiceParticipations: completed service request database ObjectIds array to 
which appliance participated 
(ObjectId Array) 

• Forecast: forecast entity is associated to each building unit and represents the day ahead 
consumption and production power forecasting pattern. A forecast: 

- always belongs to a single building unit 

A forecast descriptor includes the following attributes: 

o forecastDate: day reference of the forecasted consumption and production power pattern 
(Date) 

o  forecastType: type of the forecasted consumption and production power pattern 
(enum string) 

o  forecastConsumption: array with the consumption power pattern 
(double Array) 

o  forecastProduction: array with the production power pattern 
(double Array) 

o  forecastBuildingUnitBelonging: building unit database ObjectId to which forecast belongs 
(ObjectId) 
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• pendingServiceRequest: pending service request represent the Demand Response and Demand 
Side Management event requested by third parties that are not completed. A pending service 
request: 

- always refers to a single building unit group 

A pending service request descriptor includes the following attributes: 

o serviceName: name assigned to the service request when created  
(string) 

o  serviceType: tipology of service [DR or DSM] 
(enum string) 

o  serviceRequestDate: date in which the request has been saved in the Energy 
Aggregation Platform 
(Date) 

o  serviceParameters: event parameter descriptors 

§    eventType: type of operation [Cutting or Filling] 
(enum string) 

§    eventStart: start instant of the event request 
(Date) 

§    eventEnd: end instant of the event request 
(Date) 

§    eventDuration: duration of the event request 
(Date) 

§    eventTarget: target parameter descriptors 

• aggregatedZone: name of the building unit group affected by the service 
(string) 

•  targetPercentage: percentage target of the operation 
(double) 

•  waitingTime: minutes of progress after eventStart to completely fulfill the 
service request 
(double) 

• completedServiceRequest: after been processed and terminated, a pending service request 
become a completed service request. A completed service request: 

- always refers to a single building unit group 

- can have building units or not  

- can have appliances or not  

A completed service request descriptor includes the following attributes 
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o serviceResult: result parameter descriptors 

§   aggregatedBuildingUnit: list of building units participating to the service fulfillment 
(ObjectId Array) 

§   aggregatedAppliances: list of appliances and scheduling info 
(Object Array) 

•  appliance: appliance database ObjectId that participate to the event 
(ObjectId) 

• applianceSchedulingTime: activation instant of the appliance scheduling 
command 
(Date) 

• applianceSchedulingCommand: command [ON-OFF-RESCHEDULE] 
(enum string)	
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3.2.2. URI Tree 

The	following	bullets	describe	the	URI	tree	of	the	Energy	API:	

/ api 
/ v1 
/ energyAggregator 

/ tenantName 
/ pendingServiceRequests 

/ demandResponse 
/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 

/ serviceName 
/ serviceType 
/ serviceRequestDate 
/ serviceParameter 

/ eventType 
/ eventStart 
/ eventDuration 
/ eventTarget 

/ aggregatedZone 
/ targetPercentage 
/ waitingTime 

/ demandSideManagement 
/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 

… 
/ completedServiceRequests 

/ demandResponse 
/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 

/ serviceName 
/ serviceType 
/ serviceRequestDate 
/ serviceParameter 

/ eventType 
/ eventStart 
/ eventDuration 
/ eventTarget 

/ aggregatedZone 
/ targetPercentage 
/ waitingTime 

/ serviceResult 
/ aggregatedBuildingUnits 
/ aggregatedAppliances 

/ appliance 
/ applianceSchedulingTime 
/ applianceSchedulingCommand 

/ demandSideManagement 
/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 

… 
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/  buildingUnitGroups 
/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 

/ buildingUnitGroupToken 
/ buildingUnitGroupName 
/ buildingUnits 

/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 
/ buildingUnitName 
/ buildingUnitGroup 
/ buildingUnitLatitude 
/ buildingUnitLongitude 
/ buildingUnitElevation 
/ buildingUnitCumulativeEnergy 
/ buildingUnitPowerProfile 
/ buildingUnitAppliances 

/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 
 / applianceName 

   / applianceType 
   / applianceSchedulingTime 
   / appliancePowerProfile 
   / applianceBuildingUnitBelonging 
   / applianceServiceParticipations 
    / applianceSchedulingTime 
    / applianceSchedulingCommand 
    / serviceRequest 

/ buildingUnitForecasts 
/ forecastType [electricity/heating/water/gas] 
  / ISO Date [array] 

/ forecastDate 
    / forecastType 
    / forecastConsumption 
    / forecastProduction 
    / forecastBuildingUnitBelonging 

/ buildingUnitDemandResponseEvents 
/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 

/ buildingUnitDemandSideManagementEvents 
/ MongoDB ObjectId [array] 

3.3. Flexmeter Middleware Client 

The Energy Aggregator Platform need to constantly retrieve device measurement and building unit 
information from the Flexmeter Middleware to update the Data Model. This process is essential to ensure 
service execution. To achieve that, a daemon sequentially interrogates the Flexmeter Middleware each 
minute. Flexmeter Middleware exposes a RESTfull Web Service based on HTTP protocol in a typical request 
response approach. This daemon, called Flexmeter Middleware Client, acts as a HTTP client and retrieves 
stored measurements and information: 

• Geographical DSO Substation Unit Information 

• Building Units belonging to Substation Unit 

• Smart meters and Appliances belonging to a Building Unit 

• Appliances Cycle Measurements and NIALM Alert 
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Once the process ends, it stores the fetched information in the tenant database 

3.4. Tenant Database 

From the privacy perspective, it is important to ensure to the Energy Aggregation Platform tenant that 
sensible data and information about their customers are stored and protected. Also tenant data intermingling 
could be an issue concerning privacy terms contract. Energy Aggregator Platform act in a multitenant 
approach ensuring no data intermingling and different storage capabilities for each tenants. 

In Figure 12, the Multitenant Infrastructure of the Energy Aggregator Platform is represented. Once a tenant 
initialization request (a) is received, the system automatically generates a new tenant instance. Not only the 
tenant database but also the Energy API, Energy Aggregation and Flexmeter Middleware Client blocks are 
generated (b). This approach ensures no data intermingling, solves privacy issues and separates 
management and execution of the service request for each tenant. 

 

Figure 12 - Energy Aggregator Platform Multitenant Approach 

3.5. Energy Aggregation 

The Energy Aggregation module is the Energy Aggregator Platform core. This block encapsulates the 
Demand Response Algorithm, the Demand Side Management Algorithm and the Load and Generation 
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Forecasting Algorithm designed by the Flexmeter Consortium. The algorithms are encapsulated to design 
direct and indirect services over them. The services are accessible by the tenant users through the Energy 
API. In the next chapter will be presented the different blocks: 

• In Chapter 4 will be presented: Demand REsponse Analysis Machine (DREAM) 

• In Chapter 5 will be presented: Demand Response module (DR) 

• In Chapter 6 will be presented: Load and Generation Forecasting module (LGF) 

• In Chapter 7 will be presented: Demand Side Management module (DSM) 
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4 DREAM 

DREAM is a sub-component of the Energy Aggregator, that enables scenario and what-if analysis of the 
Energy aggregator demand-response model and to links it to different Business Models DREAM receives, 
then elaborates data packets with information about the average energy consumption of different appliances, 
recorded, day by day, in several houses during the whole day. It is structured so that it can either work in a 
standalone mode for scenario analysis or it can communicate and interact with data coming from other 
actors of the Flexmeter environment. Moreover, it has different receiving channels: from one publishing 
subject (houses, simulators, pilots) it can get data packets on energy consumption. Through another 
publishing subject (DSO, etc.) it acquires the indication regarding the action to be performed (reduce or 
increase energy) and then fixes a final consumption target accordingly. When DREAM receives a request for 
energy variation (increase or decrease), it evaluates the number of loads that should be shifted from one 
period to another during the day. DREAM is also able to acquire a set of data on energy market price, 
comparing the profits resulting from the current two-rate tariff with those of eventual new price ranges 
(planned in the future the free market), identifying which tariff profile is more profitable for the end users.  

One of the main purposes of the implementation of the DREAM platform is to provide innovative services for 
final customers and DSOs. From a global point of view, DREAM needs several input data coming from other 
actors in order to perform the analysis and respond to them with commands or suggestions. In Figure 13 
shows an overall scheme describing all the external actors that should be involved and how they interact 
with the DREAM platform. 

 

 

Figure 13 - Scheme describing the data interaction of the DREAM platform 

 

4.1. DREAM Architecture 
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Figure 14 shows a simple scheme that describes how DREAM interacts with data coming from other 
subjects. 

 

Figure 14 - Scheme of the DREAM input and output 

The DREAM platform is written in Python language and is built as a desktop application, that is, it can run 
stand alone in a desktop or laptop computer. Traditionally, desktop applications may be limited by the 
hardware on which they are run. Conversely, a web application is delivered to a local device over the 
Internet from a remote server, so the user accesses the application using the web browser and works with 
resources available over the internet. One of the advantages of using Python is the possibility to easily 
convert a desktop application to a web application through some already existing, open source, web 
application frameworks. 

4.2.  DREAM Communication 

In order to make the DREAM platform as flexible as possible, it has been decided to give the user the 
possibility to choose what kind of data to work with. The DREAM is in fact able to work both in stand-alone 
mode with a set of default data, and in a network connected one, which foresees a transfer of information 
between this platform and other external subjects. 

4.3. DREAM GUI 

In order to make it easier for a user to approach the functionalities offered by the DREAM platform, in 
particular in the stand alone mode, a Graphical User Interface has been associated to the program. Figure 
15 shows how the GUI main window looks like: 

 

Figure 15 - DREAM GUI Main Window 

4.3.1. Reference day 
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When the ‘Reference day’ button is clicked, a calendar opens (see Figure 16) and makes it easy for the user 
to select a date in the proper format. Each of the numerical results concerning energy consumption that will 
be obtained later, running the application, applies to the date chosen here.  

 

Figure 16 - Calendar screen for setting the reference day 

4.3.2. Input data analysis report 

When the user clicks the ‘Input data analysis report’ button, the application automatically opens a text file 
that summarizes all the information concerning the average values of energy consumption recorded over a 
whole year, by specifying also the amount attributable to each season. Some other additional information is 
concerning the households average peak power consumption and when it is recorded, by making a 
distinction between the seasons, midweek days, Saturdays and holidays. 

Finally, it also reports a resume about the typical values of peak power and energy consumed by the 
appliances most frequently used in a house such as washing machines, tumble dryers, dishwashers, 
refrigerators, freezers, electric boilers, air conditioners. 

4.3.3. Graph of load profiles 

Figure 17 shows the screen that displays when the user clicks the ‘Graph of load profiles’ button. 
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Figure 17 - Screen to choose the load profiles to be plotted 

 

By selecting one or more of these boxes the application produces a plot describing the power profile of the 
corresponding appliance during its average cycle (for the shiftable loads) and during the whole day (for the 
modulable ones). For both shiftable and modulable loads it is also possible to plot the distribution of use 
during 24 hours. The aggregated values of consumption of all the appliances previously listed may be plotted 
as well and it can be compared with the aggregated profile of all the loads that, conversely, cannot be 
shifted. An example is shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 - Average data for the not shiftable loads 
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4.3.4. Input settings 

The screen in Figure 19 describes the inputs to the model that can be set by the user, in order to give him 
the maximum freedom of choice when performing the analysis of peak power redistribution during the day. 

ü Management of the variation time 
The user can choose when the energy variation request should be announced and the time at which 
it should start/stop. 

ü Shiftable loads diffusion, modulable loads diffusion, type of users 
Some default real values are provided for each one of these entries, but the user may decide to 
change them with more updated values. The number of end users refers to the dimension of the set 
of consumers chosen for the current analysis. 

ü Energy variation 
The user must tick the ‘Energy reduction’ or ‘Energy increase’ option to specify what kind of action 
must be performed: energy cut or energy increase. Afterwards, also the percentage energy variation 
that one wants to obtain must be specified. 

 

Figure 19 - Screen for setting up other inputs 

Before clicking the OK button, the user has to select the kind of energy variation that he wants to analyze, 
otherwise a warning message will be displayed. 

4.3.5. Flexibility of energy loads 

The ‘Flexibility of energy loads’ button opens the screen in Figure 20. By selecting one or more of these 
boxes the application produces a plot describing the energy flexibility offered by every appliance along the 
24 hours. 
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Figure 20 - Screen to choose the flexibility profiles to be plotted 

An example of the produced plots is shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21 - Washing machine available flexibility during the day 

4.3.6. Emulation report 

The ‘Emulation report’ button opens a text file resuming all the noteworthy information about the energy 
consumption of both flexible and fixed loads and the number of working appliances on the day selected.  

More specifically, in the report is specified the requested energy variation and, accordingly, the final 
consumption target during the time interval in which this variation must take place, interval already imposed 
by setting a start/stop time, as described previously. 

The last section of the report lists the number of appliances that must be stopped or added, during the same 
time interval, whether the user has asked for an energy reduction or an energy increase respectively. 

4.3.7. Energy variation graphs 

The ‘Energy variation graphs’ button automatically opens two figures: the first showing the daily distribution 
of shiftable and fixed loads, the second showing the power profile of all the aggregated loads after 
performing the energy variation demanded (see Figure 22). 

4.3.1. Energy redistribution graphs 
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It has been already evaluated the power consumption threshold that must not be overstep in case of energy 
reduction requirement or, conversely, that must be reached if an energy increase is needed. In Figure 23 is 
an example of how the program redistributes the energy during the day. 

4.3.1. Market analysis 

The ‘Market analysis’ button produces a graph like the one in Figure 24 and a file text with the results of the 
economic analysis. Based on the available aggregate energy consumption  (blues curve), the program 
performs an analysis of the profits that a customer would benefit in a ToU arrangement where the rates 
coincide with the current tariffs (pink curve), compared with those that would result from a rating structured 
on the basis of a typical load profile. New price ranges have been assumed for the two-rate tariff that 
responds more adequately to the results of the electricity market (see Table 1). 
 
 
However, according to the energy market arrangement explained just above, it is easy to understand that 
this analysis should be completed with other evaluations concerning the energy market dynamics, in order to 
be clear and exhaustive. 

 

Figure 22 - Aggregate and disaggregate load profiles after the requested power reduction 
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Figure 23 - Energy cut redistribution during the day 

 

 

 

Figure 24 - Aggregate load profile and different prices trend 
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5 Demand Response 

 

Figure 25 - Energy Aggregator Platform DR Web Interface 

Demand Response objective is to change customer power demand in order to better follow the power supply 
pattern, offering an ancillary service to the DSOs to foster grid management. Current approaches for 
Demand Response problems aims at curtailing/activating a set of customer loads in order to achieve the 
demand supply balance for the benefits of the utility provider that in turn may apply discounts or rewarding to 
the users. In this context, we designed a service to test the effectiveness of Demand Response in a 
simulated environment since the Flexmeter project does not take into consideration smart appliances or 
direct load control systems. 

Energy Aggregator Platform DR service is expected to react to events inducing an excess/lack of energy 
consumption and has to provide a list of appliances to be switched off in order to restore a feasible energy 
consumption at a Substation Unit level and minimize the discomfort of the customers participating to the DR 
event. The algorithm is a two stage optimization procedure: firstly, an initial set of appliances to be shut down 
is identified with the goal of minimizing the Building Units affected by the related appliances shut down; 
secondly an additional layer of optimization is applied with the goal of reducing the number of appliances to 
be shut down among the ones selected in the first stage while respecting the feasible energy consumption. 
Finally, a curtailment/activation command is sent to the selected appliances that stop/starts automatically 
their cycles.  

The information coming from the NIALM (Non-Intrusive Appliance Load Monitoring) algorithm analysis are 
gathered into the Energy Aggregator Platform because DR service needs a previous knowledge of the 
instantaneous appliance status. Through the DR Energy Aggregator Web Interface in Figure 25, this 
information is shown in the Substation Unit tables. Each Substation Unit table shows the different Building 
Units belonging to the Substation Unit that are going to be involved in a possible DR event.  
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Each row represents a Building Unit, like an apartment or a house, and each column one of the selected 
appliance belonging to a Building Unit. The appliance bullet has different colours: 

• A gray bullet means that the appliance is not present in the Building Unit 

• An empty green bullet means that the appliance is switched OFF 

• A green bullet mean that the appliance is switched ON 

In the Map, we represent the different Building Unit Groups. A Building Unit Group belongs to the same 
Substation Unit. In the DR Event Table, we are able to charge a DR event and execute the DR Algorithm. A 
DR event is represented by: 

• A Tenant string to select which tenant have requested the event 

• A Zone Id string that represent the Geographical Substation Zone 

• A Percentage value that represent the percentage of rise/decrease in power consumption 

• A Type string that represents the two possible Demand Response events [’curtail’ or ’filling’] 

• A Time Date, that represent the start time of the event 

Once the Energy Aggregator Platform receive a Demand Response Event Service Request, as shown in 
Figure 26, it is possible to load the event by clicking the Load button. Finally, the Demand Response 
Algorithm runs and calculates the solution once the Start button is pressed. The appliances that participate 
to the Demand Response Event start to blink when the command has been sent. 
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Figure 26 - Demand Response Service 

5.1. Demand Response Algorithm 

The Demand Response algorithm calculates the amount of energy that needs to be cut off and identifies the 
appliances to be switched off in order to minimize users’ discomfort. The discomfort function is made up of 
two parts. The first considers the number of Building Units involved in the shutdown. The second part 
involves the appliances of the selected Building Units deactivating the least number of appliances to limit 
discomfort for the selected users.  

The solution approach is based on a two-stage greedy algorithm where in the first phase the algorithm 
orders the Building Units considering the global consumption and the relative costs for users and selects the 
Building Units providing the least global discomfort for end users with a global energy save greater than the 
requested cutoff. 

The second stage of the greedy approach works as follows. Among the selected building units, the algorithm 
selects the minimum set of appliances (sorting them with respect to the specific discomfort parameter) 
providing the least number of appliances of the subset of Building Units that guarantees that the global cut 
off is respected.  

Details on the algorithm, including the pseudocode of the approach and performance testing results can be 
found in Deliverable D4.4 – par. 3. 
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6 Forecasting 

This block will be one of the indirect services of the Energy Aggregator Platform and will be an input for 
different energy management services, like the Demand Side Management service. 

6.1. Load Forecasting 

Short term load forecasting (STLF), with lead times from one hour to one week ahead, plays a key role in the 
online scheduling and security functions of a power management system. Although STLF is an extensively 
interesting subject in the transmission level (high and medium voltages) with numerous methodologies found 
in the literature, it is still less investigated at distribution network level (low voltage). The Load forecasting 
component developed in FLEXMETER project aims to forecast day ahead residential building consumption 
offering indirect services to other components in Energy Aggregator Platform. 

Our STLF models are designed by using multiple layer perception artificial neural networks. The inputs of the 
models are data of load and exogenous variables that influence on the electric consumption such as weather 
(temperature, humidity, pressure, etc.) and calendar. STLF models design can be subdivided into two sub-
problems, variable selection and model selection. In the variable selection, endogenous (loads in yesterday, 
last two day, last weeks, etc.) and exogenous variables that are relevant for predicting the power 
consumption will be ranked following their influence probabilities in order to choose most relevant variables. 
In the model selection, we focus on the finding the number of neurons and their weights that will be used in 
the neural network assuring at the same time, the complexity and the generalization capability of the STLF 
model. The model selection is based on the VLOO (Virtual Leave-One-Out) technique. 

Details on the algorithm, including the pseudocode of the approach and performance testing results can be 
found in Deliverable D4.5 – par. 3. 

6.2. Generation Forecasting  

Due to the intermittency of Distributed Energy Resources, under and over-generation become a grid 
management problem. Electrical Distributed Generation Forecasting will become fundamental for grid 
management to avoid displacement between demand and supply of energy.  

PV system power production from solar irradiance is well known in literature as a function of the received 
incident solar irradiance. So, our effort has been concentrated on the prediction of the global solar radiation 
incident on a horizontal surface.  

Broadly speaking two kinds of approaches are possible:  

• Model-Based: these approaches try to build the physical model under consideration because the 
analytical terms of clear sky are well known. However, a combination between theoretical clear sky-
model with weather data is still needed: the weather variables that influence the resulting irradiance 
are not taken into account by this model. 

• Model-Free: these approaches bypass the physical clear-sky model altogether. They cast irradiance 
prediction into a supervised regression problem. This approach exploits a full range of predictors / 
features such as past and present weather data, day ahead forecasts, time of the day, day of the 
year, etc. to make prediction of the target solar irradiance. 

 
Our implementation falls under the Model Free category.  
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In Deliverable 4.5 – par. 4, we focus on solving the problem of irradiance prediction as an instance of 
sequence-to-sequence learning problem. The predicted solar irradiance can be used as input to a different 
PV system models to estimate the day ahead energy balance of a geographical Substation Unit area. TIM 
has filed a patent as a direct outcome of the present work. 
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7 Demand Side Management 

 

Figure 27 - Energy Aggregator Platform DSM Web Interface 

Demand Side Management objective is to change consumer energy demand through different methods. 
Current approaches for the Demand Side Management problem aim at optimizing the schedule of loads in 
order to minimize peak demand for the benefit of the utility provider that in turn may apply cheaper tariffs to 
the users. However, they typically do not take into account the homeowner’s preferences in their 
optimization.  

Energy Aggregator Platform DSM service exploits customer behavioural changes in energy usage to profile 
the power consumption pattern of a Substation Unit. This service aims at organize the activations of the 
entire set of shiftable appliance in the Substation Geographical Area, suggesting to people the best time to 
run their appliances in order to fulfil the DSO request for the daily consumption pattern, to minimize the 
impact on the users’ lifestyle and to respect the comfort of consumers. 

A crucial aspect to respect the homeowners’ preferences and to gain customers’ acceptance of the 
activation suggestion is forecasting their energy consumption activities. DSM module will predict the energy 
consumption of shiftable appliances that takes into account the human routine interaction, like washing 
machine and dish washer. A fundamental assumption is that human behaviour follows time based cyclic 
patterns. Through a combination of analytics and optimization, DSM module generates convenient appliance 
schedules. 

The information coming from the NIALM algorithm analysis is gathered into the Energy Aggregator Platform 
where an unsupervised Machine Learning algorithm infers and learns user habits on appliance usage. The 
District Scheduler engine proposes plans to schedule devices based on given power profile pattern and the 
preferred usage profile.  
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Scheduling proposals are sent the day before with a Server Push Mobile to the customers through Flexmeter 
Mobile Application. Once the notification is received, the customer will have to take a choice: 

• YES       to accept the scheduling suggestion 

• NO I DON’ T LIKE   to reject the suggestion because he doesn’t like the activation proposal 

• NO I CAN’T DO   to reject because he can’t run the appliance in the activation time proposed 

Answers are sent back to the DSM module and are used to reinforce user habits model. In Figure 28 the 
overall process is presented.  

 

Figure 28 - Demand Side Management Suggestion 

So far we have described the DSM module as a framework capable to learn user habits, propose optimal 
appliance activation considering both customers’ lifestyle and DSO’s request. The last phase of the DSM 
module is to check the accepted proposal fulfillment. As shown in Figure 29, DSM module will interact with 
the Flexmeter Middleware through the Flexmeter Middleware Client block and will retrieve the appliance 
activation in a near interval of the proposed activation time. Obviously, committing to a scheduling choice 
cannot be considered an all-or-nothing binary discriminant when we deal with human beings. A degree of 
elasticity needs to be allowed. The accepted proposal fulfillment is better expressed by a “score” number that 
measure how close the user has been to its commitment.  
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The score adds credits to users and those credits contribute to the shaping of a gamification program. If we 
consider time as the domain, a sensible score function can be a Gaussian with a “reasonable” standard-
deviation so that a score will be zero if away 3 standard deviations. In other words, the 3 standard deviation 
defines the time window of tolerance to be considered a commitment valid and to which degree. This will 
correspond to assigning only part of the scores in case of partial following of the recommendations. 

 

Figure 29 - Demand Side Management Gamification 

7.1. Habits Inference 

ML unsupervised approaches don’t require training data: they automatically infer a statistical model that tries 
to represent data. We choose these approaches for two reasons. Firstly, supervised approaches are not 
particularly effective when the model behind the observed data may be so hidden and difficult to explain. 
Instead, generative/unsupervised approaches overcome these limitations with a framework that infer the 
model from the data. For instance, the model in Bayesian non parametric approach that will be learnt is the 
simpler model that explains the observations.  

We choose to map the habit inference module to a successful application of Bayesian non parametric, 
Semantic Topic Modelling. Topic modelling algorithms are statistical methods that analyse the words of the 
original texts to discover the themes that run through them, how those themes are connected to each other. 
Topic modelling algorithms do not require any prior annotations or labelling of the documents - the topics 
emerge from the analysis of the original texts. Topic modelling enables us to organize and summarize 
electronic archives at a scale that would be impossible by human annotation. The most representative 
algorithms are Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and its nonparametric extension Hierarchical-Dirichlet-
Process (HDP).  

In generative probabilistic modelling, we treat our data as arising from a generative process that includes 
hidden variables. This generative process defies a joint probability distribution over both the observed and 
hidden random variables. We perform data analysis by using that joint distribution to compute the conditional 
distribution of the hidden variables given the observed variables. This conditional distribution is also called 
the posterior distribution.  

LDA falls precisely into this framework. The observed variables are the words of the documents; the hidden 
variables are the topic structure; and the generative process is as described here. The computational 
problem of inferring the hidden topic structure from the documents is the problem of computing the posterior 
distribution, the conditional distribution of the hidden variables given the documents. Now, the key insight 
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behind latent semantic analysis and topic modelling is that the same metaphor can be applied in a broad 
range of ML problems and domains, including survey data, user preferences, audio and music, computer 
code, network logs, and social networks.  

In particular, in the context of learning user habits, a weekly distribution of appliance usage is a “document”; 
all these distribution of usage by all homeowners form the “document-corpora”; in this context “words” in the 
document are the (discrete) times (day of week and time of day) when homeowners use their appliances; 
and finally “topics” that needs to be learned are the pattern-of-usage that may be shared and clustered to 
make inference and sensible recommendations. As an illustration of what is possible with this approach that 
is otherwise very hard to achieve, the habit inference module tackle the problem of predicting the future user 
behaviour under data sparsity.  

Existing approaches typically assume an adequate history of observations of user mobility in order to train a 
statistically accurate model of behaviour. Yet, in real life, we know that this will not usually be available for a 
new user. For any service to grow in its number of users, a high proportion of those users will necessarily be 
new. But performance of the service is at its worst (due to poor predictions) precisely at the time when the 
user has just started using it.  

The habit inference module provides such an interpretation that casts topics as habits that may be present 
among multiple individuals in a population, and are allowed to be expressed heterogeneously in different 
people. For example, the habit of using the washing-machine only on the weekends may have a 
characteristic temporal pattern that is seen in many people (e.g., weekend afternoons, but hardly ever at 
midday on weekdays). Sharing is important because it allows the generalization of models across users. 
Crucially, the model can give personalized predictions for each.  

7.2. Recommending and Scheduling Appliances 

If we cast aside user pattern of behaviour for just a moment, and only concentrate on proposing when to 
start appliances, we see that the problem can be formulated simply as an optimization problem. The problem 
is Resource-Constrained-Scheduling-Problem where the objective function is a trade-off between the 
cheapest cost for the single users and the utility peak-shaving interest. These (partially) competing interests 
can be addressed either with a sensible coefficients in the liner objective function, or as a distributed game of 
self-interested or collaborating agents. In general, scheduling problems involving many variables (high 
number of users, each with several appliances) are NP-Hard, exact solutions are unattainable and even non 
particularly useful since we are dealing with high volatility in a dynamic setting. Therefore the habit inference 
module follows the recent trend of Nature-inspired-algorithms, an efficient variant of Particle Swarm 
Optimization, that have proven to be very effective in providing near-optimal solutions in limited time and with 
not well behaved objective functions 1. 1 By “well-behaved” functions, we mean continuous, unimodal 
functions, where classic gradient, convex optimization is possible.  

Now, a simple “austere” approach that simply schedules appliances using energy cost as its only objective it 
would be inappropriate and doomed to failure. If we hope users to follow advice and recommendations, the 
habit inference module must propose schedules that also consider user comfort and their typical habits. In 
order to minimize discomfort and increase flexibility, it outputs multiple schedules with costs close to the 
optimal.  

An interface displays the schedules along with their projected electricity bill amounts and the costs for the 
past usages, thus allowing users to track their monthly expenses. In order to minimize lifestyle disruptions, 
devices are scheduled close to their normal operating routines. In order to provide flexibility to the user, we 
output multiple low cost schedules instead of only one optimal. Thanks to this added flexibility the habit 
inference module is able to apply Reinforcement-Learning and profile each user depending on whether cost 
is the most important factor in their choices or comfort and typical routines. Based on the proposal selected, 
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the reinforcement learning algorithm will attune the optimizer to the objective function that best 
“accommodate” each user. 
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8 Energy Aggregator Platform Deployment Consideration 

Initially the above described components are implemented independently. All tests and calculations have 
been previously carried out in different environment and only after everything has been validated, a 
dedicated deploy has been done and integrated into the Energy Aggregator Platform DREAM has been 
developed in Python and it is an independent framework that has not been integrated in the Energy 
Aggregator Platform. 

The user communication with the Energy Aggregator Platform is achieved by the Node.js. A reverse proxy 
with dedicate per-tenant REST API Server has been designed to allow multitenancy management. A 
MongoDB database instance collect all the tenant data in different per-tenant database to assure no data 
intermingling. 

For the development of the algorithm each partner decided to use a different language and then encapsulate 
each function in the Flexmeter Energy Aggregation Platform system using Node.js as encapsulator. 

8.1. Installation 

The Energy Aggregator Platform has been developed on Linux Machine precisely on Ubuntu 14.04LTS to 
avoid compatibility problem. To run the Energy Aggregator Platform, it is necessary to install these software 
packages through the Advanced Package Tool of Ubuntu: 

• Node.js 

curl -sL https://deb.nodesource.com/setup_6.x | sudo -E bash - 
sudo apt-get install -y nodejs  

• Python 2.7 

sudo apt-get install python2.7 

• Meteor 

curl https://install.meteor.com/ | sh 

• MongoDB  

sudo apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80 --recv EA312927 
echo "deb http://repo.mongodb.org/apt/ubuntu trusty/mongodb-org/3.2        
     multiverse" | sudo tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/mongodb-org-3.2.list 
sudo apt-get update 
sudo apt-get install -y mongodb-org 

The project is developed through a git repository. The access to the repository is restricted to the partners. 
Before running the Energy Aggregator Platform it is necessary to run: 

node install  

in the root folder of the repo to install all the Node.js and Meteor modules. It is necessary to start the 
MongoDB instance by executing the command: 

service mongod start 
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Executing: 

node proxy.js  

will start the Energy Aggregation Platform. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

This document describes the FLEXMETER’s Energy Aggregator Platform. 

Thanks to the data retrieved by the Flexmeter Middleware and the post processed data derived by the Data 
Aggregation and NIALM services, users and other Flexmeter Service can have information on the 
aggregated customer energy flexibility belonging to a Substation Unit, including per-household information 
about disaggregated load and generation pattern. Moreover, they can access a set of services that are 
intended to foster the Energy Aggregation purposes. The software modules are developed and prepared to 
be executed against the data collected from the pilot. The results will be evaluated over time and if 
appropriate, the methodology for calculating the forecast will be adapted. 

The data collected into the Energy Aggregation Platform will serve all partners from the consortium to study 
the user behaviour and to evaluate the performance of the services it is providing. 

 

 


